
Medidata offers an easy-to-use eTMF solution that  
streamlines filing and overseeing clinical trial content.  

Unified with RAVE, multiple end users collaborate to  
compile high-quality documentation that helps ensure  
timely, accurate, and compliant filings. 

Bring your questions and visit our team  
of experts at booth #201

UNIFIED
with the Rave
Platform

COMPLIANT
inspection ready

REAL-TIME
VISIBILITY
simplifies oversight 
and helps improve
accuracy

OPTIMIZED 
SEARCH 
easily find regulated and 
non-regulated content

INTUITIVE
easy to use and learn;
mobile app

COLLABORATIVE
engaging, automated,  
and easy  
 

eTMF

Simplify TMF



Learn more about the most flexible  
and intuitive eTMF solution available

 
Whether you are just starting out with an eTMF and need basic  
functionality, or you’re rapidly growing and need to expand to  
capabilities like remote site oversight and real-time inspection  
readiness, we’ve got you covered.

The Medidata eTMF solution, which provides full support  
for the TMF reference model, is unified with the Medidata  
Clinical Cloud that allows you to:

• Improve field and site personnel scale and efficiency 
 –   Provide CRAs with real-time status of eTMF  

for their sites
 –   Provides an integrated platform for sites to interact  

directly with eTMF 
 –  Certified copy
 –   Accelerate site startup and management  

with real-time collaboration

• Streamline back-office processes
 –  Faster study set-up with document and master  

data auto-population
 –  Extensive reporting and real-time dashboards
 –  Easier document filing and reclassification
 –  Faster discrepancy reconciliation

• Effortlessly demonstrate inspection readiness
 –  Faster retrieval with search algorithms  

based on content, title and/or metadata to find  
content simply

 –  Easily share relevant information with sponsors  
or regulators

• Easy access
 –  Provide all participants with TMF access, anytime,  

anyplace, anywhere
 –  Simple and yet sophisticated search, enabling rapid  

content retrieval driven by cutting-edge search technology
 –  Fully mobile enabled; leveraging leading edge biometric  

technology

The Medidata eTMF platform is unified with the entire Medidata  
Clinical Cloud — including Archive, Quality with SOP, CTMS, Risk  
Based Monitoring, Payments and Rave EDC — delivering the industry’s 
most dynamic and comprehensive real-time, end-to-end TMF  
management platform, and unifying content, data, and workflows.

About Medidata

Medidata is leading the digital  

transformation of life sciences,  

with the world’s most used platform 

for clinical development, commercial, 

and real-world data. Powered by 

artificial intelligence and delivered  

by the #1 ranked industry experts, 

the Intelligent Platform for Life  

Sciences helps pharmaceutical,  

biotech, medical device companies,  

and academic researchers  

accelerate value, minimize risk  

and optimize outcomes. Medidata 

serves more than 1,000 customers 

and partners worldwide and  

empowers more than 100,000  

certified users every day to create 

hope for millions of patients. 

Discover the future of life  

sciences: www.mdsol.com  

info@mdsol.com 
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